Students of JSS PS express gratitude and love to drivers and bus monitors through celebrations on Labour Day

“The geniuses start great work; the labor finishes it.”

- Sir Joseph

The recently sworn in Hope and Happiness Committee jumped into its first function on May 1st – May Day, to celebrate Helping hands around the world.

The day was celebrated during the morning assembly, where the students of JSS PS come together to embark their day with the blessings of God and country. Thus, after the UAE national anthem followed by the Indian national anthem and the school prayer, the students had a pleasant surprise.
Rows of gift bags lined the stage, and their attention was drawn by the students on stage. Madhumitha, a member of the committee, introduced the day to the students, and expressed the motive of the celebration - to express our gratitude to those who work long and hard for us and to cherish their work.

The stage was then seized by Noel and Kinnari, other ambassadors of the Hope and Happiness Committee. The School Support Staff slowly filed into the auditorium, smiles lining their faces as they heard the heartfelt words expressed by the two students. Both the friends made a joyful environment with their roles on stage to take the event ahead.

Finally, the gifts of course! The school management then gathered on stage to give small tokens of appreciation to all the helping hands of JSS PS. Yet no gift could match the love and care shown by or ‘uncles’ and ‘aunties’. The token was not of the importance, but the beautiful smiles was something that would melt the steeliest of people.

The members of the Hope and Happiness Committee hereby expressed their gratitude to their helping hands, but they also hoped that this gratitude and respect would not remain limited to this one day alone, but that the students of JSS would learn that this practice must be inculcated into their everyday lives.

- Tanushree 10 B
- Madhumitha 10 D
- Ambassadors, Hope and Happiness Committee.